At the ITURRI Group we strive every day to be the leader in protection and safety services and solutions, understanding that the satisfaction of our customers will be greater the better our ability to meet their needs.

Our experience in providing tailored solutions based on customer-centric values, the deep understanding of their problems and global knowledge make ITURRI a multi-sector, multi-solution and multi-national company.
Technical Workwear / PPE / Contracts / Multi-plant Leasing
Vehicle Design / Maintenance / Fleet / Management
Airport Design
Military Footwear / self-heating clothing / Unmanned Vehicles / CBRN solutions
Anti-bacterial fabric / Vending (Systems) / Surgical Fabric / Drape / Particle-free pyjamas
The ITURRI Group is committed to specialisation and offers solutions with added value for the continuous improvement of products and services for the benefit of our customers.

We are focused on helping our customers in the field of security and protection of people, processes, assets and the environment.

We are committed to the manufacture of technical workwear, military clothing, footwear and ballistic protection; fire fighting vehicles with a highly technical and innovative content and the integrated service of equipment and solutions, always seeking to aid our customers.

**INDUSTRY**
- Oil&Gas
- Petrochemical
- Automotive
- Energy
- Metallurgy
- Transport, Logistics and Telecommunications
- Public Administration
- Superstores and Supermarkets
- Ports
- Fishing, Cables and Hoses
- Construction and Services

**EMERGENCIES**
- Airports
- Urban
- Rural
- Forestry
- Health

**DEFENCE AND SECURITY FORCES**
- Military
- Security Forces

**HEALTH**
- Hospitals
- Accident and Emergency
- Social and Health Care
At the ITURRI Group we specialise in every type of industry and this has enabled us to accumulate an extensive knowledge of technical fabrics designed to cope with various risks, or assist in the design, manufacture and supply of corporate wear incorporating company Logos and Brands and comply with all current legislation. Furthermore, we innovate on all types of solutions together with our frontline partners: 3M, DuPont, Estambri, Gore designing and implementing solutions for:

- High Visibility
- Foul weather
- Workwear
- Anti-static
- Fireproof / Flame retardant
- Protection against risk:
  - Biological
  - Electrical
  - Molten metal
- Corporate image
- Comprehensive Management of Workwear

We are world leaders in the manufacture of military footwear. Technology, tradition in shoe making and expert craftsmen result in an extremely high quality product.

- Military:
  - Operational / Combat
  - Uniform
  - Specialist footwear
  - Security / safety
  - Training shoes and Leisure styles

- Industrial:
  - Hospitals
  - Agricultural-food
  - FireFighters
  - Forestry
  - Security

Innovation is an essential tool that the ITURRI Group widely and thoroughly understands. It is a continuous process in which technological partners, academic centres, research institutes and, of course, most importantly customers are involved.

At present we have over 30 lines of research open divided among technical workwear, military capability in the soldier platform and state-of-the-art vehicles.
Mobility and functioning of machinery with alternative energy and solutions.

A new generation of smart technical textiles.

A new mono-block bodywork concept, 100% recyclable, resistant and durable.

Soldiers of the future will function in an integrated way and will work in a network environment.

FUTURE SOLDIER PROGRAMMES
(e.g. COMFUT Spain, Feline France)

ECOPOLYFIRE

INFINITEX

HY88

Soldiers of the future will function in an integrated way and will work in a network environment.

We offer products adapted to each country and each sector with a real globalisation capacity, i.e. the same solution for the same risk in each customer’s facility regardless of location or language.

PPE (Personal Protection Equipment)
- Protective gloves
- Ear protection
- Head protection
- Fall Arrest
- Eye protection
- Respiratory protection
- PPE maintenance

Total Protection
- Lifelines
- Ergonomic and anti-fatigue solutions
- Noise reduction solutions
- Gas detectors
- Welding curtains

CBRN Protection (Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear)
- Personal and environmental protection
- Detection and identification
- Decontamination and detoxification

VEHICULES

Specialists in the design and manufacture of state-of-the-art vehicles adapted to the needs of each customer: emergency, military, industrial plants and health workers. We have two factories with a production capacity of 400 vehicles per year and our own test tracks to assist in preparation and design of high quality vehicles.

These vehicles have features and capacities that far exceed those required by international regulations UNE, ISO9001, AQAP, ICAO, NFPA, CAP168.

Airport
Urban
Rural
Forestry
Industrial
Military
Health
Vehicle leasing
Gestfire. Fleet management
The ITURRI Group, motivated by its experience and tradition in Fire Fighting Facilities and Equipment, has developed a group of in-house, unique solutions which can be applied to a wide range of environments:

- Special Fire Extinguishing Unit (UEEX)
- Large flow mobile water storage solutions
- Stoppage room
- Hose logistics in industrial plants
- Drills and fire fighting training

Fire Fighting Facilities

Global solutions for the petrochemical industry, high risk and industrial energy plant sectors.

- Facilities and maintenance of fixed fire fighting systems

Fire Fighting Equipment

- Extinguishing agents and extinguishing equipment
- Extinguishers and ancillary equipment: specialised storage areas, loading machines
- Hoses
- Fittings and bifurcation joints
- Nozzles
- Monitors
- Fire hydrants
- Foaming equipment
- Motorised pump and high pressure equipment
- Tanks

Industrial Maintenance

- MRO (Maintenance-Repair-Operations).
  Comprehensive warehouse management (within the customer’s facilities or from our own)
- Unique Integrated Supplier of all the indirect material (hydraulic and pneumatic, filtration, industrial hygiene)
- Supply of cables and customised hosepipe fittings (Dunlop and IVG)

Safety Experts

At ITURRI we advocate the Total Protection of people, assets and the environment. Our experience confirms that anticipation is crucial for achieving excellent safety results.

Knowing the risks of the environment, the workplace and the products enables us to offer a fully satisfactory Global Service.

ANTICIPATION is crucial

1 FATAL
X00 SERIOUS ACCIDENTS
X.000 MINOR ACCIDENTS
XXX.000 NEAR ACCIDENTS
X.XXX.000 UNSAFE ACTS / CONDITIONS

Pyramid of accidents
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Forestry Protection
The ITURRI Group is one of the main suppliers of the Autonomous Community Forestry Services and of the Ministry for the Environment, and Rural and Marine Environment.

• Audits and design of defence plans against forest fires
• Fire engines
• Workwear
• Footwear
• PPE (Personal Protection Equipment)
• Tools
• Equipment
• Location and environmental control
• Training

Environmental Protection Equipment
Our anti-pollution equipment service encompasses the whole cycle, from spillages, containment, collection and storage until the management of the waste for which a turnkey project is drawn up. Also: contingency and action plans, demonstrations and drills, water treatment solutions and noise pollution solutions.

• Containment products
• Recovery products
• Storage products
• Other industrial solutions
• Training

EQUIPMENT

Health Equipment
• SEMP (Special surfaces for handling pressure ulcers)
• Advanced technical bedding
• Technical assistance / support
• Cranes, transfer
• Surgical drapes
• Unique towelling systems

Military Equipment
The dismounted close combat soldier platform, including load carriage, advanced lightweight ballistic protection, including hard and soft armour and helmets.

• Military combat / uniform footwear, gloves
• Superlight individual tents advanced sleeping systems
• Anti vector protection
• Self-inflating mattresses

Customised Manufacture
Technical-logistical branches

ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires
BRAZIL
Pacheco
CHILE
FRANCE
GERMANY
MOROCCO
POLAND
PORTUGAL
SPAIN
UK

Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires
Pacheco

Factories

SPAIN
FOOTWEAR
VEHICLES (2)
CABLES AND HOSEPIPES

MOROCCO
WORKWEAR

POLAND
HARNESSES

Purchase Platform

CHINA

Brands

PROTEC-FIRE
Vehicle bodywork and fire fighting engineering

ECOPOLYFIRE
Lightweight material for the manufacture of vehicles, 100% recyclable and durable

PSH
Safety footwear and PPE

TOP SAFETY
Harneses

SELLET
Industrial protective gloves
70 years’ experience
9,660 customers
2,136,000 users
6 factories
910 employees
25 technical-logistics branches
€200 million annual turnover

Partners

3M
ACD
AIRBOSS
ANSELL
BLOUCHER
BRUKER
CARE OF SWEDEN
CENTURION SAFETY PRODUCTS
COMERCIAL QUIRÚRGICA FARMACEUTICA
CRISTANINI
DATAMARS
DUNLOP
DUPONT
ESTAMBRIL
EXPANDI
FOMTEC
GORE
HAAGEN
HECKEL-SECURITE
LEC
LOWA
GORE
HONEYWELL SAFETY PRODUCTS
HUGHES
HYTRANS
IVECO-MAGIRUS
IVG
JAL GROUP
JMS
LINDO SOLUTIONS
MAPA
MARINE VISION
MEINDL
MICROGARD LTD.
OTWO MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES
OUVRY
PACIFIC HELMETS LTD.
REGATTA
RENAULT TRUCKS DEFENSE
RESPIREX INTERNATIONAL LTD.
ROMEDIC
SCOTT SAFETY
TEC HEUNERT
UNIVET
VEMA
WESTEX
WILLIAMS FIRE AND HAZARD CONTROL
VIBRAM
Over nine thousand customers, two million users, over nine hundred employees with offices in four continents are the result of over 65 years maintaining our values.

Integrity, willingness to learn and improve, innovation, teamwork and the vocation to serve our customers form the founding pillars of our philosophy.

Companies in the Group

1947 Founding
Mr. Juan Iturri Landajo

1960 Drive
Mr. Juan Iturri Gisbert

1970 National expansion
SPAIN
Algeciras
Barcelona
Bilbao
Cartagena
Gijon
Huelva
La Coruña
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
Madrid
Puertollano
Seville
Tarragona
Valencia
Valladolid

1980 Manufacture

Footwear
La Palma del Condado (Spain)

Vehicles
Alcalá de Henares (Spain)
Utrera (Spain)

Cables and hosepipes
Utrera (Spain)

Workwear
Tangiers (Morroco)

Safety harnesses
Bielsko-Biała (Poland)

1990 Internationalisation
ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires
BRAZIL, Atibaia
CHILE, Santiago de Chile
CHINA, Guangzhou
FRANCE, Roanne
GERMANY, Cologne
MOROCCO, Casablanca
POLAND, Bielsko-Biała
PORTUGAL, Palmela
UK, Banbury
Vision 2025

In order to build the company’s future and fulfil its commitment to sustainability and longevity, the ITURRI Group has created a vision which extends to 2025. Five main concepts govern all our actions:

**Added value**
Constant pursuit of solutions with added value.

**Efficiency**
Simplification of procedures to achieve efficiency.

**Team**
Consolidation of the human team and future generation underway.

**Diversification**
Diversification of the sales quotas in each country without any country exceeding 30% of the total sales.

**Homogeneity**
Maintenance of a strong, unique culture throughout the world.

2000
**Innovation and services**
- Integrated Services
- Leasing of Workwear and PPE
- Fire fighting solutions in industrial plants
- Vehicle leasing
- Security consultation
- Contact Centre
- Purchase platform

2008
**Specialisation**
- Industry
- Emergencies
- Defence and Security Forces
- Health

With increasingly multicultural and multidisciplinary human team, professionalism, specialisation and training are the foundations for offering the best service.
## ITURRI TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS

- Customer-focused
- Multi-sector knowledge and experience
- Global, tailored and transnational solutions
- Customer-centric
- Solid and sustainable

## GLOBAL MANAGEMENT / LOCAL PRESENCE